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Introduction
Vega is established as the standard and FIDE approved tournament management software in New
Zealand. When Vega is correctly setup it works extremely well. Player entry is so easy it's almost
fun, generating pairings is one button, result entry is smooth and intuitive and the program
automatically generates very decent tournament websites without any extra effort. Unfortunately
there are barriers to get over before these benefits are available. The program suffers from “featureitis”, it is noble of the developer to try to make a program that has every conceivable feature but
unfortunately the resulting complexity is not hidden in any way with intimidating results. The
official documentation is very useful once you have successfully used the program – but it
concentrates exclusively on all the (many) individual trees and neglects the forest entirely. In other
words it is good on details, but hopeless on quickly getting up to speed from a standing start.
This document is an attempt to solve this problem by providing an easy to follow step by step guide
to getting up and running with Vega on a Windows computer. Nothing beyond basic computer skills
are assumed. Similar procedures will work on Linux, perhaps Linux users are more technically
adept and won't mind some details being different. The document was written in conjunction with
running a real tournament, the 2018 Wellington Open. Going in the author had some previous
tentative experience with Vega, but knew there would be difficulties to overcome and hoped that
carefully documenting the experience would help others facing similar challenges.

Step 1: Collect Everything We Need
The first thing we need to do is create a convenient working area and download some files we'll
need. We can get all the files we need directly or indirectly from the following pages.
http://newzealandchess.co/nz/resources.html
http://ratings.fide.com/download.phtml

(NZCF page)
(FIDE page)

On the New Zealand Chess resources page the files we need are in the “Vega” and “Ratings”
sections.
From the “Vega” section on the resources page go to the Vega download link and download the
Windows 64 bit Vega and Vega Team version of the Vega program.
Also from the “Vega” section download the NZ registration code text file. You might need to right
click the link and “Save As” because we want to download it, not view it.
From the bottom of the “Ratings” section download the NZ standard and rapid ratings in Vega
format.

On the FIDE download page the files we need are at the top. We always need file players_list.zip
(label “Download full list of players (not rated included) STD, RPD, BLZ combined TXT format”).
We'll also assume we are going to need FIDE rapid and blitz files for rapid and blitz tournaments,
so download file rapid_rating_list.zip (label “Download RAPID ratings list TXT format”) and
download file blitz_rating_list.zip (label “Download BLITZ ratings list TXT format”).
These details have not changed in the past 12 months and hopefully the FIDE filenames and formats
have settled down after a period of prior instability.
Collect all the downloaded files in our new working directory. Sort by Type to group the files
logically. It should look something like this;

Here we have the Vega Windows 64 bit setup program (the first thing we downloaded) first, then
the various FIDE ratings files, then the various NZ ratings files, then the NZ registration code.
Now we need to unzip the zip files to get the actual FIDE ratings files. One way to do this is to
double click the zip file and copy and paste from the explorer window that opens up. When we've
unzipped all three files we should have something like this;

Note that the main FIDE rating file is rather confusingly called players_list_foa.txt.

Step 2: Install Vega
Now let's install Vega 8. It's probably a good idea to uninstall any previous version of Vega. (One
way of doing that; Windows-X, Control Panel, Programs, Uninstall a program. Then look for Vega
in the list of installed programs, right click and uninstall. In this Windows-X means hold down the
Windows key between the Ctrl and Alt keys and the X key at the same time).
To install the program, double click the SetupVega8_x64.exe file, then ignore the warning about an
unknown publisher and accept the Licence Agreement.
It's best not to accept the default install location. Vega8 saves configuration files in the folder in
which it is installed, and the default install location is read-only under normal conditions, so Vega
leaves a confusing error message at the end of each run (and doesn't remember its configuration).
So instead of the default install location C:\Program Files\Vega8, browse your way to a directory
like C:\Vega8.
Once Vega is installed, run it using the standard Windows facilities for running programs. I use the
third party extension “Classic Shell” which means I can just press the Start/Windows button at the
bottom left of my screen and effortlessly locate any program.
You should get a message like this;

Artistes like us cannot work under conditions like that, so we need to solve this problem. All we
need to do is exit Vega then copy the regcode.txt file from our work directory into the C:\Vega8
directory.
Run Vega again and this time we should see something like this instead;

There is one other possible problem that I haven't encountered myself but is no doubt very
disconcerting. Vega is written in a programming language called Java and it needs a layer of
software called the Java 8 runtime to be installed in order to run. Most computers already have the
Java 8 runtime installed, but if yours doesn't you'll need to install it to run Vega successfully.
I STRONGLY recommend the wonderful website ninite.com as a trusted and reliable source for the
Java8 runtime and many other free and important Windows tools. It is very easy to select, download
and install tools from ninite.com and very importantly you will not pick up any malware, or
annoying browser toolbars and junk. This solves what has become a major problem in downloading
and using free Windows tools (assuming the tool you want is high profile enough to be on
ninite.com). In particular, and most shamefully, Oracle the giant corporation that now owns Java
sold its soul and meddled with your browser toolbars if you downloaded Java runtimes directly
from them for many years.
If you do visit ninite.com, consider picking up Classic Shell (also known as Classic Start – in the
Utilities section) and Filezilla (in the Developer Tools section). Classic Shell makes Windows sane
again and Filezilla will be very useful for uploading your Vega tournament www directories to a
website like newzealandchess.co.nz so that people around the world can view your tournaments.
More about that in Appendix 2.

Step 3: Create a New Tournament
We are now ready to use Vega to setup a tournament. I am going to use the 2018 Wellington Open
as an example tournament.
From the Vega File menu create a New Tournament and fill in the basic features of the tournament
like this;

It is important to use the “set schedule” button to tell Vega the date and time of each round of the
tournament. Right click in the window that pops up to add the rounds (6 rounds in this example). A
control widget is provided for date entry, but for time entry just type the time. I am not sure if any
freeform text is accepted, I decided to use a 24 hour clock so “14:00” for a 2PM round for example.
I will recommend that approach because it didn't cause me any subsequent problems. Neglecting
this step entirely did cause me problems (see Step 6), but I was able to come back and enter the
schedule at the end of the tournament. Also see Step 6 for an explanation for the FIDE ID in
parenthesis after the arbiter's name.
The Done button would normally be labelled Okay and the Close button would normally be labelled
Cancel. Vega can be a little quirky about niceties like that. I used a “Create Directory” button in the

top right of the browse window opened from “set folder” to create the WellingtonOpen2018 folder
within the Vega work directory that we created at the start of this whole exercise.
If you get some detail wrong at this stage you can come back later and fix it with from the menu
with File > Dangerous Stuff > Modify Tournament.

Step 4: Enrol Players
Now we want to add our players to the tournament. Once you know how to do this properly this is
actually very efficient and almost fun. It's one of the best features of the program. Vega has the
flexibility and capability to get player information from many different types of files, but
fortunately it has been adapted to support NZCF directly and we can ignore the more complicated
aspects of this process (in particular the “Filters” feature) and find and enter players with a
minimum of keystrokes and mouseclicks. First we need to tell Vega where to look up players. We
use the ratings files we downloaded earlier.
We are going to use two of the three Database tabs in the Player Archive window of the tournament.
Multiple Database tabs are used to find players from multiple sources, and to gather information on
single players from multiple sources. So a typical NZ player will be located in the NZCF ratings
file. That file will provide their NZCF ID and rating, and also their FIDE ID. Then the FIDE ratings
file will be used to gather their FIDE rating. In the Wellington Open we are going to have an
overseas player with no NZCF ID or rating. That is not going to be a problem, we are going to be
able to find him in the FIDE ratings file.
This will all become clearer as we develop the example. First let's setup the NZCF standard ratings
file as our Database 1 and then the FIDE ratings file as our Database 2.
For Database 1, select Database 1 then click the Set DB button, then choose “Archive Vega” (with
a red V graphic in lieu of a flag, this is the file format) and browse to the 2018-1-Standard-Vega.csv
file and press “Open”.

For Database 2, select Database 2 then click the Set DB button, then choose “Archive FIDE” and
this time there are additional sub options to identify the file format. Choose Standard – full list with
unrated – TXT file.

This is the file format that corresponds to the players_list_foa.txt file we downloaded earlier. Go
ahead and select (with “Open”) that file for Database 2.
We are now ready to add players. This is where the magic happens. Surprisingly, we don't press the
“Add Player” button.
Instead we select Database 1 and start typing the player's surname into the text box above the “Set
Filter” button. Ross Jackson is invariably the first entrant to a Wellington tournament, so start
typing Jackson into the box;

Once we have typed six characters, Vega lists possible matches from the Database. After six
characters, there are four matches. Note one of them has forename Jackson – indicating the search is
reasonably flexible – it matches anywhere in the name, not just at the start. You could carry on
typing more characters, but note that Jackson, Ross won't work because Ross's entry in the database
uses his formal name L Ross Jackson.
The easiest thing to do is to stop typing as soon as the list is managably small as it is here. Just click
on a listed player to select them and press “Add Selected”.
As soon as you do that, Ross moves up and becomes the first player in the tournament.

The next players to enter are Mike Steadman (no worries), Quentin Johnson (no worries) then Felix
Xie (hmmm).

Okay I am showing off a little here. Neither Felix's forename or surname are six characters long, but
we can find him because we know the database format is Xie, Felix. We don't even have to start
with Xie if we guess (correctly as it turns out) that there won't be many Felixes in the database – I
am showing off by starting with the comma.
The next player to enter is Philip Weiskopf, a visitor from Germany. Database 1 is not going to be
much use in this case. We'll put him aside for now and return to entering Kiwi players. I timed
myself at just over three minutes to add a further 22 entrants. It really is easy, just as Keong has
always claimed.
Let's return to Herr Weiskopf. We need to select Database 2 and search for him in the FIDE
database in exactly the same way.

Woo hoo. Click on the name and press “Add Selected” as before and we are almost ready to go with
a 26 player tournament. Almost, but not quite. Look at the Rtg FIDE column above. That
information is missing at the moment, we need to get it from Database 2. With Database 2 still
selected we press “Update” in the bottom right corner. After a short delay (in general using the
FIDE database creates longer pauses as the program struggles with the huge number of players in
the FIDE file) we get this panel;

The settings shown are pretty smart, we don't need to mess with them at all. The ticked boxes mean
that only a small number of fields (FIDE title, FIDE rating, FIDE K factor) are changed by updating
with the FIDE database. The “Backup .veg file before to upgrade” is some typically quirky and

ungrammatical Vega language. I think it should really say “Backup .vegx file first”. The .vegx file
(it used to be .veg before Vega version 8 – the programmer has forgotten to update this bit of text) is
the Vega format tournament file that we created with File > New earlier. If we ended the Vega
session now and restarted it we would need to File > Open our WellingtonOpen2018.vegx file.
Actually I find my tournament directory clogged up with old backup files due to this Backup feature
– possibly it was more relevant earlier in Vega's history. Still, I choose not to mess with the
checkboxes on this screen and the old backup files don't hurt in any tangible way.
Once again the “Done” label is misleading, it's really “OK” again and we won't be “Done” until we
press that button and wait quite a while (the big FIDE database effect). Now our players have FIDE
ratings and K factors. They already had titles because that information is also in the NZCF database,
but as we noted earlier the FIDE database file does update the FIDE title field (indicating that the
system thinks that the FIDE database is more authoritative on this point at least).

Now we really are ready to run the tournament. We press the chequered flag “Close Registration”
button beneath the player list on the right and Vega tells us it's time to generate the pairings for
Round 1. Just before we do that, let's go back to the Players Archive tab at the top (Vega has
automatically moved us on to the “Round Manager” tab) and check our list of players again;

Something subtle but very significant has happened; Vega has taken the opportunity to reorder the
players. They are now in seeding order, more significant and useful than the previous order which
was just the arbitrary order in which they were entered.
Often a Vega tournament will be set up months in advance of the actual tournament so that a Vega
web page can display entries as they pour (or trickle) in to an internet wide audience. Under those
circumstances it's actually a good trick to “Close Registration” in this way whenever we update the
website (see Appendix 3 for information about that). That way the players will appear on the
website in correct order. Of course this means we have to “Reopen Registration” before adding the
next batch of players. The command for that is in the File menu, under the “Dangerous Stuff!”
submenu. Vega gets a little dramatic at this point, with the following warning,

This is a bit misleading. It means all your pairing and results data will be lost. But of course in the
months before the tournment we don't have any pairing and results data, the only data we have is

the tournament description and the player list, and that data is not in any danger. So press “Yes” and
smile inwardly as Vega doubles down with a second misleading warning;

Press “Yes” again and we can enter more players.
For this example we'll assume we are almost ready to go, but then a 27th player, the often late
entering Nathan Goodhue throws his hat into the ring. We go back to Database 1 and enter him in
the normal way.
Let's just imagine for the moment that both the ratings files have been updated. Checking for and
then downloading updated ratings files is a routine thing to do just before the tournament really
starts. That's because if you're just publishing entries it's not too bad to use stale ratings – but it's
very important to get accurate ratings before you pair the first round. Instead of just selecting
Database 2 and then pressing “Update” to get Nathan's FIDE rating, we instead do a full database
update which means we select and update each database in turn. The order is critical, always select
Database 1 and press “Update” first, then select Database2 and press “Update”. Some tournaments
might use all three database tabs, in that case we would continue and select Database 3 and press
“Update” as well.
In general it's a good idea to get in the habit of always updating all databases in order at the same
time. The fields updated by each database are carefully organised to make sure the most reliable,
authoritative and accurate information is extracted from the databases if you order the databases
properly and follow this “update all databases at the same time, in the right order” procedure.
Proper database ordering for different types of tournaments is covered in Appendix 1. If you do it
right and don't mess with the carefully crafted field checkboxes (for each database just press
“Update” and “Done” without changing checkboxes) you get subtle benefits, for example a FIDE
rated rapid tournament will use a player's standard FIDE rating if they don't have a rapid FIDE
rating.
This will be the first time we've actually done a Database 1 update and we should get a warning we
haven't seen before.

Looking at the notupdated.txt file in the tournament directory we find that this means that Philip
Weiskopf, the foreign player, wasn't found in the NZCF database. This is of course not surprising.
After updating both databases and closing registrations again Vega again prompts us to generate the
pairings for round 1.
I should mention that we do need to use the “Add Player” button if the player can't be found in any
database. Sadly, if the tournament is FIDE rated, overseas players who don't have FIDE IDs simply
can't play, there's no way to accommodate them. Any possible workarounds incur ruinously punitive
FIDE fines. For new NZL players, fill out as many Vega fields as possible (leave IDs blank). Pay
attention to the details as it is much easier to get these things right the first time than to fix a player
once he's formally inducted into the chess world. For example, I am stuck with Forster, William
although I would much prefer to be Forster, Bill!
Important: When manually entering Date of Birth, enter the full date in format YYYY-MM-DD.
Vega allows this even though it accepts YYYY only. In fact please edit even known NZL players
who don't yet have FIDE IDs to add the full YYYY-MM-DD date of birth instead of the YYYY
only information that comes from the NZCF Vega ratings file. This is a special request from
Michael Freeman. In the 2018 Wellington Open Dylan Lee was the only player without a FIDE ID,
he did have a NZCF ID so this step was required for him.

Step 5: Run the Tournament
This time we go ahead using the “Automatic” button in the Round Manager tab.

Now we sit back and watch the players do battle in the first round. Let's assume there are no upsets
of any kind. It's easy and intuitive to enter the results, giving us a screen like this.

If you have outstanding attention to detail you might notice that Felix Xie has been lost somewhere.
Sorry about that, I wrote this section in advance of the actual tournament and I forgot Felix. The
real tournament did feature him and 33 other players (a few more entries, yes including late entrant
Nathan Goodhue, arrived). You can now find the completed Vega Wellington Open 2018
tournament website on the NZCF official website.
If there are no difficulties or complications of any kind, life is very simple. We just continue
pressing “Automatic” and filling in results. But let's at least handle one common problem. Imagine
a player announces that he can't make it to Round 2. We sigh and agree to give him a half point bye.
To do it we go back to the Player Archive tab, right click the player and change his status for Round
2 by clicking repeatedly on round 2 status until it changes to half point bye.

We then hit “Done” (remember Done in Vega means Okay in other programs), return to the Round
Manager and use “Automatic” to pair Round 2.

Excellent, in round two there are again 27 players and 13 games, but this time the player who wants
a half point bye gets the bye.
Note that the Set player status screen above doesn't let us change the player's status in round 1, only
in those rounds that haven't been paired yet. Once you understand why this is the case I think you
really understand how Vega works (as I write these words I think I have understood how Vega
works for about 5 minutes – so this may be presumptive on my part). Vega treats rounds like a stack
of cards. Pressing “Automatic” (or generating pairings another way) lays down a new card. The
older cards in the stack are still viewable (you can step backwards and forwards through them at the
bottom right of the Round Manager screen) but no longer modifiable. You work on the current
round by filling in the results. Once all the results are entered, Vega will let you press “Automatic”
again and lay down a new card (start a new round). The only way to modify an old round is to take
cards off the stack until you expose the old round. To do that you have to delete rounds! This is
entirely reasonable, since newer rounds would have been paired differently if older rounds were
different. Deleting rounds is destructive, so it is in the File > Dangerous stuff menu. Remember the
“Reopen Registration” menu command? We found that in the “Dangerous stuff” menu because it is
equivalent to deleting all rounds! It's a pity that Vega doesn't recognise that there is no need for the
terrible warnings that accompany that command if there are zero rounds to delete, which was the
situation when we used it earlier.
For the 2018 Wellington Open this is about all of Vega that Ian Sellen (the actual arbiter) and I
understood or needed to understand. We have discussed in reasonable depth the Players Archive and
Round Manager screens. There is a third main screen, the “Output” screen, but that seems pretty

intuitive, Ian had no problem selecting reports that needed to be printed (mainly pairings for each
round) for the players to see.
As I write these words the tournament is winding up. When the last few games finish Ian and I will
record the last results then use the “Rating Report” menu to generate FIDE and NZCF rating
reports for emailing to Michael Freeman and Rowan Wood respectively. If there is any unexpected
drama I will no doubt be back later to edit this document appropriately! (There was only the tiniest
amount of drama – but just enough for me to come back and add the new Step 6 chapter directly
below).

Step 6: Submit Tournament Results
Once the tournament is over, Vega can generate various reports for submission to authorities. The
most important are the FIDE and NZCF rating reports. As hinted in the previous paragraph, this is
almost simple enough to need no comment. I did run into a few small issues. When you run the
commands, Vega reports that it has created a file (NZCF), but remains silent (FIDE). Even in the
NZCF case, it doesn't tell you the name of the file it created. For the record, the file names were;
•
•

WellingtonOpen2018.txt
(NZCF ratings report)
FIDE-WellingtonOpen2018.trf
(FIDE ratings report)

I established this using a simple trick I am sure all experienced computer users know; Sort the
directory files by time and date in Exporer to identify files you've just created. Both of these files
are plain text and can be viewed with any text editor (e.g. Notepad) if you like before emailing to
Rowan Wood and Michael Freeman respectively.
As noted in the tournament setup step, Vega wouldn't let me generate rating reports until I had filled
in the tournament schedule in the New Tournament / Modify Tournament tournament screen.
Fortunately it's easy to do, Menu File > Dangerous Stuff > Modify Tournament. Press “set
schedule” button. Right click to add a round. As always pay attention to the details, in this case
simply make sure you correctly fill out the time and date of each round.
I neglected to add the full YYYY-MM-DD birth date of the one player in the field without a FIDE
ID. From the NZCF tournament website I knew I needed to supply this information in the email to
Michael Freeman, but it would have saved trouble for everyone if I had entered the information into
Vega directly (right click on player – edit – fill out Birth date field will full YYYY-MM-DD). If you
do this just before you generate the rating report you also need to go menu File > Save Tournament
or your change won't be reflected in the rating report. This is one reason why it might pay to do a
sanity check on the generated file before you email it to Michael Freeman. This is one of the very
few (only?) cases where I needed to go File > Save Tournament. Most of the time Vega seems to
save automatically.
The last nicety I missed initially was to append the FIDE ID in parenthesis and prepend the FIDE
arbiter title (if they have one) to the arbiter name. So IA Keong ANG (4303660) rather than just
Keong Ang. This is Michael Freeman's example. I am not sure if the uppercase surname is
important, I never submitted Ian's name that way.
An optional extra is to ZIP the Vega tournament directory and attach that to your emails. I
recommend 7-Zip for this task, available from ninite.com (of course). Sadly, it is necessary to work
around a problem with many (most) email systems to successfully email a zipped Vega tournament
directory. There are a handful of javascript files in the www subdirectory, and since javascript is

executable these email systems refuse to send them (a very conservative approach to a potential
security problem). The simplest workaround I can think of it to simply rename the javascript files
from .js to .j (or similar) before zipping.
Finally, Vega can help generate IT3 and IA1 (or FA1) pdf documents as part of the process whereby
FIDE grants arbiter titles. The commands are in the File > Ratings Report > FIDE submenu, and are
clearly labelled as Tournament Certificate IT3, Arbiter Certificate IA3 and Arbiter Certificate FA3.
In each case Vega provides a simple word processor interface to a form document that is pre-filled
with all the information Vega already knows. Use the word processor to freeform edit in the rest of
the form (for example filling in comments). The word processor can export to pdf. You can use a
tool like Foxit Reader (available from, you guessed it, ninite.com) to add scanned signatures as
necessary to these FIDE mandated forms, once they are in pdf form. Email the completed forms to
Michael Freeman. More information about these forms can be found on the FIDE website at;
http://www.fide.com/fide/handbook.html?id=41&view=category

Appendix 1: Database Tab Order
Always use the NZCF ratings files for Database 1. Use the standard file (eg 2018-1-StandardVega.csv) for classical chess and the rapid file (eg 2018-1-Rapid-Vega.csv) for rapid or blitz. For
FIDE rated tournaments always add players_list_foa.txt for Database 2 . For FIDE rated Rapid or
Blitz only add a third file as Database 3. Use file rapid_rating_list.txt for Rapid and file
blitz_rating_list.txt for Blitz.
Examples;
(Thanks to IA Keong Ang who provided these examples when Wellington were preparing for the
2017 Congress – these examples were key to understanding how to use Vega effectively).
NZCF Rated Classical
Database 1, 2018-1-Standard-Vega.csv (using "archive VEGA")
NZCF Rated Rapid
Database 1, 2018-1-Rapid-Vega.csv (using "archive VEGA")
FIDE Rated Classical
Database 1, 2018-1-Standard-Vega.csv (using "archive VEGA")
Database 2, players_list_foa.txt (using "archive FIDE > Standard - full list with unrated - TXT file")
FIDE Rated Rapid
Database 1, 2018-1-Rapid-Vega.csv (using "archive VEGA")
Database 2, players_list_foa.txt (using "archive FIDE > Standard - full list with unrated - TXT file")
Database 3, rapid_rating_list.txt (using "archive FIDE > Rapid TXT file")
FIDE Rated Blitz
Database 1, 2018-1-Rapid-Vega.csv (using "archive VEGA")
Database 2, players_list_foa.txt (using "archive FIDE > Standard - full list with unrated - TXT file")
Database 3, blitz_rating_list.txt (using "archive FIDE > Rapid TXT file")

Appendix 2: Adding a Links Menu to Vega Web Pages
Vega automatically generates a very usable tournament website without doing anything special, but
there are some extra niceties that are worth knowing about. From the Extras menu we select WWW
Settings. The screenshot below shows the form that comes up. For the moment I haven't added
anything extra except External links (the panel at the bottom).

If external links are entered like this, a drop down menu is added to each tournament website page.
The menu is usually used to just make it easier for users to navigate away from the tournament
website to other relevant websites. In this case the dropdown menu is labelled “Links” and it looks
like this when opened.

Each row of text in the “External links” panel is specifying a link. Each row has the format
label;site. The labels for our linked websites are “New Zealand Chess”, “Wellington Chess Club”
and “Ian Sellen's Chess Blog” and the site text is of course just the URL (ie web address) of each of
these sites. The first row of text features a special trick to label the drop down menu itself. It's a
label;site row like the others but the special label “HOME” tells Vega that the site text is actually
the label for the drop down menu itself – in this case “Links”.

Appendix 3: Using Filezilla to Upload Tournaments to the Web
Vega automatically generates a useful tournament website in a special subdirectory of our
tournament directory. This subdirectory is automatically given a “www” prefix. So we find the
website subdirectory wwwWellingtonOpen2018 within our WellingtonOpen2018 working
directory.
In theory it is possible to upload that directory to a web server within Vega itself, but more common
practice in New Zealand is to use excellent the free program Filezilla instead. We learned how to
download Filezilla when we were setting up Vega earlier in this document.
The following screenshot shows Filezilla in action, ready to upload the entire
wwwWellingtonOpen2018 subdirectory to the NZCF website newzealandchess.co.nz.

Once you've successfully connected to a remote server, Filezilla offers a very intuitive interface.
The local computer is on the left and has a directory pane at the top and a files pane at the bottom.
Similarly the remote computer is on the right and also has a directory pane at the top and a files
pane at the bottom. Simply navigate to the correct directory on each machine then right click on the
file or directory in the files pane that we want to copy from one machine to the other. Our
application is to upload a directory from the local machine to the remote machine this is an
“upload”. In the other direction (something we don't usually do) it's a “download”.
You can see I have right clicked the entire wwwWellingtonOpen2018 directory and when I proceed
to “Upload” it will overwrite the existing wwwWellingtonOpen2018 directory on the remote server.
Expert users might notice that in a situation like this where we are updating the folder rather than
copying it for the first time there will be some “Failed transfers” because it will try to (re)create the
directory containers themselves on the remote machine – that won't work but it doesn't matter the
directories already exist and happily accept the updated files.
Anyone can ask for an account on the NZCF site to upload Vega tournaments. Filezilla needs the
account information, in the example it is Host: newzealandchess.co.nz Username:
Miscellaneous@newzealandchess.co.nz plus a password which I won't reveal here. Filezilla can
save these details in its “Site manager”, and using the “Advanced” tab of the site manager you can
specify local and remote directories to start in. Those features mean that connecting to the website
and navigating to the right place become basically one click features, and as we have seen
uploading is then more or less just another couple of clicks.

Appendix 4: Upload Game Play-Throughs to the Web
We already have a decent automatically generated website. Now let's add some nice-to-haves. The
following screen shot shows some enhancements to the web generation form, accessed with menu
Extras> WWW Settings.

I've clicked three checkboxes that were previously left blank. I've asked for ratings reports to be
added to the website (why not) and for a Link to a PGN game file (ie provide for pgn download as
well as web play-through).
To provide web play-through, I've told Vega that the third party tool pgn4web, complete with Vega
plugins, is installed on the NZCF website at http://newzealandchess.co.nz/pgn4web. A tricky point
is that the “relative path games:” field (where the cursor is at present – so currently yellow) is
“relative” (in the computer directory sense), to the location of pgn4web. Let's be very clear about
this. The pgn4web directory is preinstalled and fixed at;
http://newzealandchess.co.nz/pgn4web.
The NZCF Miscellaneous FTP account (see Appendix 3) allows account holders to create
directories within and upload files to directory;
http://newzealandchess.co.nz/tournaments/misc

We have already used this facility to upload our Vega tournament website (see Appendix 3) to
directory;
http://newzealandchess.co.nz/tournaments/misc/2018/wwwWellingtonOpen2018
Now we are going to upload pgn files to another new directory;
http://newzealandchess.co.nz/tournaments/misc/2018/pgn
This new pgn directory is at ../tournaments/misc/2018/pgn relative to the pgn4web directory,
because the “..” part means go back one level to the parent directory.
Phew. I trust and hope that you can adapt these instructions appropriately if you are not using the
Miscellaneous FTP account, and indeed if you are not using the NZCF website at all.
Now we just need to collect the tournament pgn files and put them into directory
http://newzealandchess.co.nz/tournaments/misc/2018/pgn with Filezilla. Here's a screenshot I took
after successfully doing that.

The moves were entered into these pgn files manually by Ian using my own Tarrasch GUI
(shameless plug). Electronic boards and real time display of games is out of scope of this document.
The filenames are dictated by Vega. Personally I'd rather not have the games split into separate
round files, but Vega gives us no choice. As a webmaster I choose to offer a combined pgn file
separately from the Vega facilies. Vega does generate skeleton pgn files (without moves) and Ian

started with those. But beware, Vega has a tendency to rewrite/overwrite these files without warning
and that can overwrite your carefully entered games. So save your pgn files elsewhere.
One annoying problem I have only been able to work around is that the critical fields pgn viewer:
and relative path games: in the WWW settings screen above don't seem to be persistent, for me at
least. Unless there is something weird going on with my installation this looks to me like a bug in
Vega 8.0.7. My work around? Generate the site one time at the end of the tournament once all the
games are available. Then you only have to re-enter these fields for the next tournament.
Sadly adding this facility to the tournament website is rather tricky as you can see. There's no rocket
science here though, it's just a matter of carefully paying attention to the details. You can see the
results on the Web complete with play-throughs at;
http://newzealandchess.co.nz/tournaments/misc/2018/wwwWellingtonOpen2018

